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Introduction 

The present global order is dominated by three 

power blocs who are militarily advanced and 

economically dominant— US, Russia and 

China. Global order has its roots in the Cold 

War era wherein two power blocs—US and 

USSR, muscled their weight on each other 

until December 1991. Since the dissolution of 

the USSR, US has been calculative and 

deliberate in enhancing the NATO membership 

and increasing its allies. 

 

Expansion of NATO  

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 

1991, there has been a total of 14 additions to 

the NATO alliance, out of which three were 

former Warsaw Pact Nations and three were 

former members of the Soviet Union. NATO 

expansion have also strengthened US’ ground presence, in the form of military bases and 

missile bases to counter the ever growing Russian threat. China has emerged as a global 

economic powerhouse, but it lacks battle experience to claim itself as a military 

 

Key Points 

 The Global Security Situation has its roots 

deeply enmeshed in the narratives that 

are painted by the Power Blocs. 

 Expansion of NATO towards containment 

of Russia as a threat-in-being and 

developing of new pacts in the form of 

QUAD & AUKUS to contain China are now 

the main drivers of global tensions. 

 With all social media, news media and 

internet content being ‘monopolistically 

controlled’ by the US, its hold on flow of 

information is as clear as never before in 

the present War. 

 Ukraine is being exploited as a razing 

ground largely by the US to bleed 

Russia— both in terms of depletion of 

military inventory and economic reserves. 

 Strong tactical lessons need to be drawn 

out in our context for addressing own 

regional threats. 

 India needs to draw critical lessons—

Atmanirbharta in military R&D is critical. 

Dependence on Russian military 

procurement might not be the road to look 

ahead. 
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powerhouse— most of its deterrence posturing has been projective rather than assertive. 

 

The US views Russia as a greater military threat than the Chinese. 1  The ‘penetrative 

approach’ of US towards Eastern Europe, aiming to keep the power balance safely under its 

control, is the greatest cause of worry for Russia. 

 

Perspective Driven Global Security Balance 

The industrial age wars were not informatised. Media, social media, internet empowerment 

and last mile connectivity has open all channels of reporting and awareness in the world, 

internet has metastasized into rural areas. One cannot hide nor justify his errors as intrepidly 

as was earlier the case. Why is a narrative important? In today’s competitive world, it is  not 

the military might that lasts, rather, it is the economic might that lasts. A militarily superior 

may win a battle, but will lose the war if narratives does not favour. 

 

Wars, in the present transparent world, are characterised by sanctions, economic drags, 

recessions, that finally affects own community and severely curbs its development. A war 

without a justified narrative will surely impinge on economic growth and force a nation to fall 

back by decades. The present Ukraine narrative is surely not favouring Russia and the 

nation will have to be prepared to face an economic slowdown.  

 

The US is always aiming to contain a threat that is a threat to its national security and 

economic progression. Current threats to its ‘national security’ are Iran and North Korea with 

China a threat to its ‘economic progression’. Russia in fact falls in both categories – a double 

threat. A deeper analysis with a thoughtful insight will reflect the US aim behind capitalising 

on the ‘Euromaidan Revolution’, toppling of the ‘Viktor Yanukovych Government’ and 

bringing Volodymyr Zelenskyy to power.2 With a nation sandwiched between Europe and 

Russian interests, its population is bound to be influenced by both sides and divided on 

opinions. US has leveraged on this since the 2013. Ukraine is being utilised as a proxy by 

the US to cause maximum damage to Russia just as Kashmir is being utilised by Pakistan. 

The question we need to consider watchfully is that whether Nepal or Bhutan is a potential 

future proxy that may be used by China to bleed India? What are the narratives that China 

may build on them? 

 

Is it Really a Russia v/s Ukraine War? 

The US dominance for global order has been steadily and penetratingly shifting balance 

towards Eastern Europe through NATO expansion. The Russian-Ukraine War is just one of 

its after-effects. Similarly, with the AUKUS and QUAD alliance being formed— the US 
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suspicion about China, with respect to the threat towards South China Sea and Taiwan, are 

obvious. How the Russian offensive is being hammered by the ‘US supported’ Ukrainian 

Forces is being witnessed by the world. With detailed geo-spatial intelligence data being 

made available to Ukraine in real time, the sinking of the flagship Russian black sea fleet—

‘Moskva’ as also targeting  of  top Russian military Generals, is no  surprise. The US control 

over the global information flow and content is amply lucid with the Russia-Ukraine diaspora 

being projected as a ‘trending’ online story— with Russia being the ‘Villain’ and Ukraine a 

‘Hero’—the Russians are literally fighting the US not Ukraine, in Ukraine.  

 

US and NATO’s interest in Ukraine is not only about resolving Ukraine’s regional 

differences— US’ move was a calculated one, to put Russia in an impossible position. If 

Russia did nothing, then Ukraine would sooner or later join NATO, as NATO members had 

already agreed to in principle in 2008. This meant that, NATO Forces would advance right 

up to Russia’s border, and Russia’s important naval base at Sevastopol in Crimea would fall 

under NATO control.  

 

The United States has given Ukraine $2.7 billion as military aid since 2014, including $650 

million since President Biden took office, along with deployments of US and NATO military 

trainers. Ukraine never implemented the constitutional changes that was recommended by  

2014 and 2015 Minsk Agreements, and the unconditional military support that US and NATO 

have provided, always encouraged Ukraine’s leaders to effectively abandon the Minsk-

Normandy process and simply reassert sovereignty over all of Ukraine’s territory, including 

Crimea, as designed by  US. The aim of the paper is to evaluate the Ukrainian War with an 

insightful approach towards drawing military and strategic lessons for India. 

 

Key Observations  

Diplomatic  and Strategic Observations 

Two out of three diplomatic objectives has been achieved by Russia’s offensive action in 

Ukraine — the ‘Russian objective’ of preventing Ukraine from joining the NATO and securing 

US guarantees for the same. The third objective being the ‘recognition’ of Donbas region in 

Eastern part of the country, which is still a work in progress. Long term economic crisis will 

have to be faced by Moscow, yet in the short term, the Russian offensive is being funded by 

high crude oil prices because of which Moscow has earned nearly USD 10 billion in sales 

during April alone.  

 

 Escalation Continuum. To   avoid   long term   losses, it is necessary to evaluate 

the thresholds while confronting an adversary along a continuing escalatory graph. 

https://www.nato.int/docu/update/2008/04-april/e0403h.html
https://www.stimson.org/2022/u-s-military-assistance-to-ukraine/
https://www.stimson.org/2022/u-s-military-assistance-to-ukraine/
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Own actions and force commitments need deliberate and holistic evaluation. Correct 

understanding of the escalatory continuum in the Northern Theatre and timely actions 

taken by the Indian Army while dealing with the Chinese threat in Galwan, was 

critical for  maintaining a conflict balance towards own favour , thereby winning the 

diplomatic war on the tables.3 

 Nuclear Deterrence Necessary for Balanced Security. Ukraine opted to enter the 

non-proliferation treaty (NPT) as a non-nuclear state in 1994 after signing the 

Budapest Agreement. With the annexation of Crimea and now the war, Russia has 

blatantly ignored the Budapest Agreement. In hindsight, the Russians would never 

have planned an invasion of Ukraine, if Ukraine had developed credible nuclear 

deterrence. One can also argue that the shedding of nuclear arsenal paved the path 

for Ukraine being used as a proxy by US to contain a larger threat – Russia. Either 

way, Ukraine – a torn nation, is the one at maximum loss. With the imminent 

expansion of NATO within Ukraine, Russia have reached a threshold wherein it is 

now immune to the US deterrence posture.4 The US is now broadening its spectrum 

for deterring Russia through non-military actions. 

 Ukraine – A US Proxy. The US have made it clear about their support to Ukraine 

when the Defense Secretary himself stated—“We want Russia weakened to the point 

where it can’t do things like invade Ukraine”. During the Euromaidan Revolution, US 

backing of the5 toppling of Yanukovych Government and the nuclear shedding of 

Ukraine, incited the Russians to act. The expansion of NATO into Ukraine and 

deployment of US missile silos within a few kilometres of Russia is a situation which 

Russia had to quash at any cost. 

 Incorrect Appreciation of Ukrainian Counter Attack. The first wave of Russia’s 

‘Special Operations’, now failed, may be termed as hasty. Although, air assaults on 

Antonov & Hostomelair Ports bagged immediate gains, but Russia’s evaluation of the 

existential threat proved wrong. Well trained Ukrainian soldiers, armed with Turkish 

Bayraktar TB2drones and US anti-tank FGM 148 Javelins, caused formidable 

counter attack. Russian Special Forces could not be timely resuscitated hence, 

leading to failures. The air bridge for logistics sustenance could not be secured 

leading to overstretched and vulnerable supply lines. This failure proved to be a 

turning point as the Ukrainians, with US backing, gained time to assess and re-group 

their forces as per Russian vulnerabilities. 

 The Russian Narrative. Jus ad bellum is relevant today as much as it ever was. The 

2014 US backed intervention led to instating of a ‘pro-West’ leader                     

Oleksandr Turchynov as the interim President of Ukraine. Since then, Russia has 
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been against NATO’s penetration into Ukraine. Annexation of Crimea was an 

immediate after-effect. Instating of pro-West leaders in Ukraine was the ‘nazification’ 

that President Putin referred to while building his narrative for the ‘Jus ad bellum’ of 

Ukraine ‘Special Operations’6. Though the narrative had credit, it was well accepted 

within the Russian fraternity, with Putin’s credibility taking a sharp rise to 83% within 

the first few days of the War.7 The narrative now seems to lose steam, much due to 

the monopoly that US enjoys when it comes to information flow across the globe. 

 America’s Controlling of the Flow of Information. ‘He who owns the medium 

through which information is shared, controls the information’. RT, Sputnik & all 

Russian sources have been crippled. Intel ISP providers such as CenturyLink, 

Cogent, GTT, AT&T, Verizon are American. Everything from Google search, Gmail, 

Facebook, Twitter, Zoom, WhatsApp and almost all of other popular services that 

manipulates the internet traffic are American. Data centres, server firms to cloud 

services are American. It extends to the operating systems on our machines; 

Android, iOS, Linux, Windows and Mac are all American. Even the browsers we use 

to access the internet services are American, with most of us using Chrome and 

Safari. Realising this, the next time you search for facts on the internet, be sure – you 

are being fed.8 

 Leadership Style. Autocrats such as Putin eventually succumbs to what may be 

called the ‘dictator trap’.9 The strategies they use, to stay in power, tends to trigger 

their eventual downfall. Rather than being long-term planners, many make 

catastrophic short-term errors—the kind of errors that would be possibly avoided in 

democratic systems. They misunderstand their population. They don’t see threats 

coming until it is too late. The early failures that the Russians faced, the ‘unexpected’ 

extended ‘Special Operations’, can be well attributed to incorrect assessment of US 

backed Ukrainian capability by Putin’s advisors. 

 Russia’s Reaction. Despite initial failures, with the Russian Army being fought to a 

standstill outside Kiev, the Russian Government withdrew its forces from Northern 

Ukraine, regrouped them in the East, and drastically scaled down Russian political 

objectives. Putin’s policies towards Ukraine do not however indicate a leader who is 

dedicated to blind universal aggression regardless of the risks or the real Russian 

interests involved. 

 

Military Specific Observations 

 Russia comprises one of the largest and most powerful armed forces in the world, 

but that has not been apparent till now in its invasion of Ukraine. Many military 
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analysts in the West, has been surprised by its performance on the battlefield so far, 

with one describing it as "dismal". Its military advances appear to have largely stalled 

and some now questions as to whether Russia can recover from the losses it has 

suffered.  

 Campaigning Season: Critical for Utilisation of Tanks. ‘Rasputitsa’ sets in 

Ukraine from Mid-March till end April. Therefore, Russia had a narrow window 

starting 24 February  to conduct its ‘Special Operations’ and consolidate its expected 

gains. The very fact that the war is still continuing proves Russia’s haste and 

incorrect assessment of ground situation. Their inability to overcome Kiev and 

Kharkiv or their ‘snail like’ progress in Eastern offensive is primarily due to the 

inability to deploy their combat power to generate manoeuvre.10 Russian combat 

power has been lying unutilised and stuck on the muddy roads, unable to fan out into 

the country side to outflank enemy defences. This fatal flaw in military planning could 

have only occurred due to lack of a major politico- military connect.  

 Logistics. Failed air assaults on Antonov and Hostomelair Ports and denied 

establishment of a critical air bridge clearly highlights that Russians had no plan B. 

The air bridge once denied, neither the Russians had an alternative to sustain their 

forces which had been air dropped nor they were able to seize Kiev as was planned. 

The Russian logistics plan crippled during the first phase of their operation. Logistics 

was not given its due importance in planning. Any air assault can only succeed with 

timely reinforcement, which failed to reach Kiev. Russian lightly equipped Spetsnaz 

was left at the mercy of ‘well armed’ Ukrainian soldiers. Pushed back, the Russians 

had to stage forward its supplies mostly by road. This created choke points and 

which were easy targets for Ukrainian Forces to ambush. Armour without manoeuvre 

capability, no replenishment and no repair effort was ‘bogged down’. Significant 

advance came from the South where rail lines were availability. 

 Ineffective Response to Ukrainian Drones. With a formidable electronic warfare 

(EW)  capability, why is Russia not able to  deny airspace in Ukraine when it comes 

to radio control Turkish Bayraktar Drones ?It is seen that the Russian EW was largely 

ineffective against the Bayraktar Drones, when used in large numbers – a lesson 

learned during the Armenia-Azarbaijan conflict.11 Not that Russians were not aware 

of it, but its incapability to counter technology can be attributed to the technology 

embargoes it’s facing since 2014. 

 Importance of Secure Communication. Russia has lost many high ranking soldiers 

in the war. It has been reported that Russian tank commanders were unable to 

communicate on encrypted radio. Command and Control (C2) is of great essence in 
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combined arms fighting. It appears that Ukraine, possibly with the help of West, was 

able to interfere and disrupt C2 capabilities of Russia’s BTGs. With US International 

feeds freely accessible to the Ukrainians, real time geospatial inputs, of areas of 

concern, is being made available to Ukraine ground forces. This combined with  radio 

intercepts has led to pin pointed geo- location of Russian C2 centres, thus making 

them easy targets for drone assaults. 

 Open Source (OS) Intelligence as a Weapon. With unlimited access to internet 

assured by the US, the Ukrainians have established social media groups such as 

‘Promote Ukraine’ and used them to cause ‘punitive damage’ to Russia’s 

International image thereby justifying the flee of sanctions slapped by the US 

hegemony. Social media has been used for crowd sourcing information over various 

platforms such as Tiktok, Instagram and Twitter, thus exposing offensiveness of  

Russian Forces and claimed war crimes. Even the Russian Oligarchs are being 

exposed through specially develop tracking apps run over Twitter handles such as 

‘Russian Oligarch Jets’. OS Intelligence has been given teeth with an aim to support 

the US narrative. 

Figure 1: Social Media Group’s Crowd Sourcing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Twitter 

 Communication Compatibility. Over time, the Russian Military has 

undergone various phases of equipment procurement having resulted in 

different ‘make and model’ of communication resources making inter war 

ability, especially over secure channel, a major issue. The Ukraine war is 

being fought over extended frontages and depth, thereby pushing the tactical 

communication capability to limits. Equipment deploy ability and availability to 
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engineer such vast communication grids, demands deployment of all 

available inventory. This exposes voids within equipment backward 

compatibility and inters workability over secure channel.  

  

Recommendations 

 

Diplomatic and  Strategic Recommendations 

It is apparent that Russia's bid for a speedy triumph over Ukraine has not ensued. A stoic 

resistance aided by propitious US support has been a key factor in Ukraine standing up to 

the might of the Russian military. Having listed the strategic and tactical observations, 

certain recommendations which merit consideration are highlighted below:  

 Importance of Nuclear Deterrence. The importance of possessing a nuclear arsenal 

needs no emphasis. India’s ‘No First Use Policy’ alongwith development of nuclear 

capability is in sync with requirements for preserving strategic deterrence and 

enhancing regional strategic stability. The recent tests for hypersonic ‘Shaurya’ as 

well as the cannisterised ‘Agni-P’ are indicative of India’s rising capability curve.12 

 Escalatory Continuum. Future wars are sure to be fought on an escalatory 

continuum. Pragmatic evaluation of thresholds and decision points are key for 

keeping initiatives in own side.13 Escalations need to be dealt with a ‘diplomatic face’ 

and a ‘military mind’. Committing own forces hastily into conflict without evaluating all 

courses of action) will render own forces upon ‘mercy of the adversary’ as were the 

Russian air assault sticks at Antonov and Hostomelair Ports. 

 Leadership Style. The Government needs to be open and pragmatic in taking 

decisions. A balanced politico-military connect is imperative for effective execution of 

operations. The political leadership needs to specify terms of reference and give 

freedom of action to military leaders as per their tactical assessment of ground 

situation. Russians failed to choose the ideal campaigning season with tactical 

appreciation of ground, thereby denying their own armourcolumns any 

manoeuvrability.  

 Next Parakram: A Catastrophe. Russian Forces spent the entire winter at the 

borders hugging Donbas. The level of their morale, physical and mental state was 

reportedly found below average.14 Forces today, are well equipped for swift actions 

which requires high state of mental readiness of soldiers to ensure early gains. 
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Waiting for extended periods before launch of operations is avoidable and should 

only restricted to acclimatisation periods. 

 Building a Favourable Narrative. Proactive  information warfare operations,  aiming 

at neighbouring countries such as Nepal, Bhutan and Sri Lanka, are required to build 

correct narratives. Building narratives and conditioning minds is a long drawn 

process. The themes need to mature over a period of time as per the region 

develops. 

 Deny China to Develop a Second Proxy for India. US is using Ukraine as a ‘proxy’ 

to bleed Russia.15  Providing detailed intelligence, latest arms, relentless financial 

assistance and imposing endless sanctions, are clearly opportunistic actions to 

cause maximum economic, material and psychological damage to Russians. Russia, 

with this invasion, has ensured its larger aim which is to deny any NATO expansion 

into Ukraine. The US will not leave any opportunity missed before the white flags are 

raised. India should learn from the same and ensure with proactive steps — building 

pro-Indian narratives across neighbouring countries such as Nepal &Bhutan and 

ensuring the favourable regimes are in power. 

 Atmanirbhar. Most of Indian defence companies imports spare parts from  Russia. 

The war has turned tides and given the necessary lesson to us in pursuing vigorously 

towards Atmanirbharta. Defence production needs to be indigenised to the extent 

possible for minimal dependence on foreign imports. 

Military Specific Recommendation 

 

It may be premature to draw lessons from an ongoing war, yet  few facts that may have been 

distorted needs to be put in the right perspective less the larger picture gets painted with 

‘illusions’ and ‘false messaging’. Given the open source narratives, it seems that Russia is 

fighting a 21st century war with 19th century tactics. Few recommendations at the 

operational/tactical level are enumerated below:  

 

 Evolving Newer Strategy for Tank Employability. Up until 23 February 2022, 

military think tanks viewed future wars as science fiction, with preponderance of 

disruptive technologies and non-contact means. Military analysts have been debating 

on the future need of tanks. On 24 February 2022, that image was shattered. Tanks 

are here to stay — they are a symbol of hard power and signature of offensive 
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intent.16 Their employment has to be seen from domination and deterrent point of 

view. Distant punishment, unexploited by physical domination, is a wasted effect. 

Even in non-contact phases of info war, tanks have a symbolic role to play–their 

mere presence generate impactful visuals and add to the plausibility of the narrative. 

 Technology Enabled Brigadisation. Evaluation of US backing that the Ukrainians 

are enjoying. One has to acknowledge the way US is using technology to cause 

attrition on the Russian Forces to achieve its larger aim—far away from the battle 

zone, creating own narratives and feeding Ukrainians with real time intelligence, to 

take selective punitive actions. China’s backing to Pakistan during any confrontation 

with India, should be a scenario we should be prepared for. We need to build 

capability for high biological warfare terminal equipment with forward troops, to get 

access to real time digital maps of area of interest. We need self -sustainment in 

such technology which directly affects the battlefield:  

 

o Non dependence on GPS -IRNSS enabled devices. 

o Self-sustainment of critical spare parts related to selective critical war fighting 

equipments. 

o Building electro-optical earth observation capability on our satellite constellations. 

Generating high biological warfare pipelines for forward troop to access such images 

and provision of compatible equipment with Infantry and Armour command tanks to 

access such contents. 

o Drone and anti-drone technology—jamming and spoofing capability. 

o Inter-compatible, robust and secure communication. Software Defined Radio (SDR) 

procurement to be made indigenous secrecy enabled  and the same be expedited . 

   

 Development of Capability Ensuring Air Superiority. With air superiority, ‘one 

bullet can provide gains equivalent to a thousand’. Air encompasses multiple facets, 

to include air defence, drones, satellite, missile, PGMs, surveillance, attack 

helicopters and free movement of own aircraft.  Maintaining air superiority is a 

tactically demanding task especially in the enemy area. Stage forward of own EW 

assets, air fields and drones is a task which demands meticulous stage management 

of operations, opening of area of maintenance and securing of flanks. Deeper the 

operations larger will be the demand of logistical assets, greater the requirement of a 

secure axis. The special operations planned by Russia covers a distance of approx. 

850 km up to Kiev; one can imagine the wide spectrum of military planning that will 

be required to conduct operations with such depths ensuring security of own forces. 
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 Importance of Secure Communication. Russia introduced the new ‘Era’ crypto 

phones for its Command and Control hierarchy. The phones functions only on 3G 

network availability. During the war, as Russians destroyed  many cellular towers, to 

deny usage to Ukraine, they also denied usage of secure communication channels 

for themselves. As a result, many senior officers started using unsecure lines to 

communicate while operating deeper within enemy territory.17It was impossible to 

extend tactical communication systems up to the operation area in such depths. This 

resulted in several top Russian officers being tracked and killed. 

 Communication Compatibility. Until we reach the stage wherein complete 

communication grid, in tactical battle area, is engineered over software defined 

radios, we need to develop innovative means to find workable solutions to address 

inter- compatibility issues. Reliance of mechanised forces over Tadiran sets is a long 

outstanding issue when it comes to secure communication and compatibility with 

Secure Tactical Radio System VHF (STARS V) sets. Future battles will be fought in a 

combined arms environment, which makes the need for such innovative solutions 

even more critical. 

 Denial of Internet Surveillance. Internet has metastasized into rural areas. Move of 

forces, deploy and even propaganda can be easily transmitted. Free run of foreign 

media, propaganda agents, IW machinery over the internet is catastrophic for near 

and long term. Russians have failed in denying same to Ukrainians18, thereby giving 

them free access to real time satellite imagery from US as well as manipulative and 

debilitating sharing of war footage over social media , thereby causing great damage 

to the Russian narrative. Data centres within areas of operations and interest need to 

be made part of operation level target list. The target list, in this way, will be able to 

provide initiative and momentum in simultaneous information operations during 

conflict.  

Conclusion 

The structures of existing ‘global order’ are getting morphed. United Nations (UN) is again 

demonstrating its incapability to establish peace. With the G-20 losing its salience in 

stabilising the world’s financial system, G-7 is calling shots. Unilateral sanctions by powerful 

countries, without UN approval are an arbitrary exercise of power and rule-setting by the 

strong. The hegemony of the US$ is expected to be challenged by countries. One can 

expect alternative systems of international bank transfer and payment systems being 

developed as a defence against the hegemony of US$.  
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Major Russian banks have been sanctioned— Visa, Master card &US/UK oil majors have 

quit Russia. The US has banned the import of oil and gas from Russia. American and 

European airspace has been denied to Russian airlines. Boeing and Airbus will no longer 

service Russian owned aircraft. The property and funds held abroad by Russians have been 

confiscated without due process of law. Now, one sees that Russian TV and media outlets 

have been banned in Europe on the disputable ground that they purvey disinformation and 

fake news. This is a clear violation of freedom of expression and constitutes a form of 

censorship. 

 

We are heading towards a more divided and unstable world geo-politically and geo-

economically. The existing global structures, that in any case needed reform, are breaking 

up. A new Cold War is taking shape. The crippling of Russian power, as a result of the crisis 

which the West is aiming for, will create a void that China is likely to fill. Europe’s ambition to 

develop a degree of start autonomy has been quashed with NATO’s rejuvenation under 

American pressure and internal European divisions. The US is reaching out to China to 

persuade it— not to support Russia on Ukraine and if it succeeds, for which China will 

extract a price, the stage would have been set for a G-2 world that China aspires for. This 

can impact the Indo-Pacific concept and the QUAD. India will have to  pursue a vibrant  

foreign policy to protect its interests in an increasingly challenging external environment. 
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